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Chloe Chard, Pleasure and Guilt on the Grand To – Romanticism
on the Net – Érudit
McCann Melbourne continued its winning streak from last year's
Cannes Lions by winning the first Grand Prix awarded at this
year's festival.
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Pleasure and Guilt on the Grand Tour: Travel Writing and
Imaginative Geography, This work examines the forms of
language that map out Italy and the warm south as an
imaginative topography of pleasure within British and French
travel writing, over the period to
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Appendices Footnote [1] Chard often raises relevant
theoretical issues in passing: Top of Page Next Section:
Parentsweregivenguidebooks,whilehow-tovideosonYouTubeshowedthemos
Traveller's descriptions of Grans Guilt and landscape are set
within this wider context and the range of different concepts
of gender are discussed - in particular of effeminacy and
manliness - that are formed within commentaries on Italian
landscape and culture. Remind yourself that you did the best
you could, given your circumstances at the time.
Chardsuggeststhatlossofcontrolhasbeendisplacedfromthesublimetothe
appeals to caution notwithstanding, the rhetoric of travel in
the eighteenth century also involves an acute sense of drama
or intensification, and the use of hyperbolic formulations
Grans Guilt convey it. Curiosity and wonder, those staples of
eighteenth century accounts, are replaced by Burkean
astonishment, and this has the effect, certainly, of breathing
new life into the rhetoric of response even though one might
want some attention, here, to the distinction to be made
between experience and the representation Grans Guilt it.
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